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f (xt) = g(xt) + B
t=1 t=4 t=7
h(f (x)) - The Point Spread Function
h(f (xt)) , h(·)⊗ f (x)












From DeCusatis, et al. [2]
I0 - target intensity
J1 - Bessel function of the first kind,
order one
a - aperture radius
k - 2pi/λ
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t = h(g(xt)) + ω
ω ∼ N (0,R)
Motion Model
xt = Axt−1 + η
η ∼ N (0,Q)
Motion model is linear (in this case), additive Gaussian noise, but sensor model is non-linear due
to the PSF
The method discussed works with both linear and non-linear motion with additive noise














xk = Axk−1 + η
xk =

1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1












































`(zk |Xk )p(Xk |Xk−1)
Viterbi Algorithm solves for the optimal MAP estimate













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A distance transform calculates the minimum (or maximum) manifold of a set of functions
O(n2) for n functions
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Initial tests with synthetic data
Compute target motion with no noise, generate imagery with known noise profile
1db - 20dB SNR
Two different image sizes to test computational load, effect of additional noise pixels (larger
haystack)





























Airplane Tracking in IR
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Good results in synthetic data, still working on obtaining real-world data
Drawbacks
Does not work with camera ego motion
Not real-time
Non-additive noise motion models are slow
Real-World applications
Optical ship tracking from space
Infra-red search and track
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